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Madagascar keep 
dream run alive 

ALEXANDRIA: Africa Cup of Nations debutants
Madagascar kept their remarkable run going on Sunday
with a penalty shootout victory over the Democratic
Republic of Congo after a 2-2 draw to secure a place in the
quarter-finals. Ibrahim Amada’s wonder strike put
Madagascar ahead just nine minutes in at Alexandria
Stadium but DR Congo responded swiftly as China-based
forward Cedric Bakambu headed home his third goal in two
matches.

Madagascar captain Faneva Andriatsima nodded the
Indian Ocean islanders back ahead with a quarter-hour
remaining only for Chancel Mbemba to haul DR Congo
level at a corner in the final minute. Marcel Tisserand and
Yannick Bolasie both blazed over for DR Congo in the
shootout as Madagascar prevailed 4-2 with their reward a
meeting with four-time winners Ghana or 2004 champions
Tunisia for a place in the semi-finals. 

“I want to congratulate my players, particularly after
we had to deal with that equaliser right in the last minute
of normal time,” said Madagascar coach Nicolas Dupuis.
“We weren’t quite as good as we were against Nigeria.
We lacked a bit of juice but our opponents created us a
lot of problems for us.” He added: “I think 25 million will
be partying at home. We want to go as far as possible
and enjoy it.”

Marco Ilaimaharitra’s suspension forced Dupuis to
alter his line-up for the first time in the tournament with
Rayan Raveloson deputising in midfield for a team that
shocked Nigeria 2-0 to advance as group winners. Britt
Assombalonga replaced the injured Jonathan Bolingi in
the lone change to the DR Congo side that trounced
Zimbabwe 4-0, with captain Youssouf Mulumbu describ-
ing their qualification as a “miracle” following two open-
ing losses.

Amada rocket 
Madagascan President Andry Rajoelina chartered a

480-seater plane to take fans to Egypt, and the travelling
support were soon rejoicing when Amada blasted a sensa-
tional 25-yard strike that tailed away from Ley Matampi
and flew in off the post.

The jubilant celebrations were halted midway through
the first half though when Bakambu slipped free of the
Madagascar centre-backs to glance in Glody Ngonda’s
bending cross. Mbemba smashed over as another left-
wing cross found the Malagasy defence in trouble, but this
was a far more balanced contest than the last meeting-a 6-
1 triumph for DR Congo in a 2017 Cup of Nations qualifier.

That hiding was the darkest day in Malagasy foot-
ball history but they have undergone a dramatic trans-
formation, and nearly regained the lead 10 minutes
after the break when Jerome Mombris embarked on a
driving run, his shot spilled by Matampi with Charles
Andriamahitsinoro agonisingly hitting the rebound
wide.  A battling Madagascar eventually regained the
lead against a nation ranked 59 places above them
when Andriatsima flung himself at a Romain Metanire
cross following a superb long-busting run from the
right-back.—AFP

ALEXANDRIA: Madagascar’s forward Charles Andriamahitsinoro
(center, back) takes a free-kick during the 2019 Africa Cup of
Nations (CAN) Round of 16 football match between
Madagascar and DR Congo on July 7, 2019.  —AFP

RIO DE JANEIRO: Ten-man Brazil held on to win the
Copa America on home soil despite Gabriel Jesus’s
dismissal with a 3-1 victory over Peru on Sunday.
Jesus scored the decisive goal after a penalty from
Peru captain Paolo Guerrero canceled out Everton’s
opener for hosts Brazil at Rio de Janeiro’s Maracana
stadium. A last minute penalty from substitute
Richarlison sealed a win for Brazil which handed the
South American giants their ninth Copa triumph and
first since 2007.

Jesus’s evening went sour 20 minutes from time as
he was sent off for a second booking. The Manchester
City striker was in tears as he left the field, making
obscene hand gestures, angrily kicking a water bottle
and almost knocking over the VAR booth. Brazil’s
players rallied after the dismissal however to claim a
battling victory. “It’s really special because we built
something together,” enthused captain Dani Alves.

Earlier, after a minute’s silence was held for bossa
nova legend Joao Gilberto-who died on Saturday-
underdogs Peru made a confident start and didn’t
appear overawed by either their opponents or the
occasion. But it quickly became apparent that they
were up against more accomplished players. “It was a
game in which they took advantage of our mistakes
and turned them all into goals,” said Peru’s Edison
Flores. Peru coach Ricardo Gareca had said on
Saturday they needed to prevent Brazil from domi-
nating possession, but that was easier said than done.

Individual brilliance 
Brazil started to stroke the ball around commanding-

ly, and as they did that, they looked dangerous. Their
opening goal came from a piece of individual brilliance
by Jesus, whose drag back fooled two defenders, creat-
ing space for him to cross for the unmarked Everton to

drill home at the back post on the quarter hour. Brazil
were in control and playing like champions elect as
Roberto Firmino found space on the left and crossed
for Philippe Coutinho to stab wide.

Left-winger Everton was clever with his movement
in dragging the athletic right-back Luis Advincula out
of position and Brazil’s left-back Alex Sandro found
acres of space to put in a deep cross that Firmino
headed over. Just as it looked as if Brazil would stroll to
victory, Peru went on the attack and a Christian Cueva
cross hit the arm of a sliding Thiago Silva, giving Peru
a penalty that was confirmed after a VAR review.

Guerrero sent goalkeeper Alisson the wrong way
from 12 yards and Peru were back in it just before
half-time. But they paid for their lack of guile and
experience with almost the last kick of the half as
Arthur was allowed to drive at the defence from mid-
field following a slip from Renato Tapia that left him
space to attack. Center-back Carlos Zambano also
slipped, allowing Arthur to feed Jesus in the middle of
the area and the Manchester City striker made no
mistake, finding the bottom corner.

Changed dynamic 
Brazil had a few speculative shots at the start of

the second half but Silva, Dani Alves and Coutinho all
failed to hit the target. After some wing trickery from
Everton, Alex Sandro crossed but Firmino headed
wide. Brazil were in complete control at this stage as
Peru could hardly string two passes together. But the
dynamic changed 20 minutes from time as Jesus was
given his marching orders for a second yellow card
after a late challenge on Cueva.

The onus was now on Peru to attack and Miguel
Trauco brought a near post save out of Alisson while
Edison Flores fizzed a volley from outside the area

just wide. But amidst a flurry of substitutions, fouls
and injury stoppages, the steam went out of Peru’s
efforts and they were unable to exert any sustained
pressure on the hosts. Any hopes they had were

extinguished when Zambrano was adjudged to have
barged over Everton in the penalty area and substi-
tute Richarlison drilled home the spot-kick into the
bottom corner. —AFP

Gabriel Jesus scores in first half, sent off in second

Brazil win Copa America 
despite Jesus’ dismissal

RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil’s Miranda holds the trophy after winning the Copa America by defeating Peru in
the final match of the football tournament at Maracana Stadium on July 7, 2019. —AFP 

Belaili, Mahrez 
star as Algeria 
outclass Guinea
CAIRO: Superbly-taken goals from Algeria’s Youcef
Belaili and Riyad Mahrez set them on the way to a 3-
0 win over Guinea on Sunday and a place in the
Africa Cup of Nations quarter-finals, reaffirming their
status as one of the favourites. While the previous
five last-16 ties had produced a heady mixture of
shocks, drama and comebacks, Sunday’s match was
straightforward as Algeria, yet to concede a goal at
the tournament, won their fourth straight match.

The Desert Foxes were strong in defence, intelli-
gent in midfield, ruthless in attack and played with a
swagger that suggested they believe they are on
course to lift the cup again. Belaili broke the dead-
lock after playing a one-two with Baghdad
Bounedjah in the 24th minute and Mahrez, following
some sublime control, lashed home the second just
before the hour.

Substitute Adam Ounas added the third on the
break in the 82nd minute, making him joint tourna-
ment top-scorer with three goals alongside Senegal’s
Sadio Mane and Nigeria’s Odion Ighalo. Algeria,
whose one previous title came in 1990, will face
either Ivory Coast or Mali in the quarter-finals, and
coach Djamel Belmadi was not worried about their
favourites tag. “It doesn’t cost anything to believe in
ourselves. We said from the very beginning we were
here to win,” he told reporters.

Sustained pressure
On Sunday, Algeria were quickly on the attack as a

ball floated over the Guinea defence was chested
down by Bounedjah but he fired wide. Guinea’s
attacks mainly consisted of long balls aimed towards

Jose Kante but he got little change out of the Algerian
defence. A period of sustained Algeria pressure led to
the first goal. First Bounedjah shot wide from eight
metres and Guinea escaped again when Ismail
Bennacer produced an acrobatic volley which was
saved by Ibrahima Kone.

But there was no let-off from the next superbly
executed move as Belaili exchanged passes with
Bounedjah before slotting a low shot past Kone from
a narrow angle. After a scrappy start to the second
half, Mady Camara gave Algeria goalkeeper Rais
Mbolhi something to do with a long-range shot which
he turned over the bar. But Guinea were soon on the
rack again. Bennacer found Mahrez with a pass

across the face of the penalty area and the
Manchester City player caressed the ball past a
defender before sending Kone the wrong way from
20 metres.

Algeria spent the rest of the match stroking the
ball around but there was time for a third when
Youcef Atal won possession, burst down the flank
and laid the ball into the path of Ounas to score
from close range. “Before we conceded we were in
this match. But as soon as we made our defensive
error, it was difficult,” said Guinea coach Paul Put.
“With this Algerian side it is very hard to come
back. Algeria were better than Guinea today and
deserved their win.” —Reuters

CAIRO: Algerian players celebrate after winning the 2019 Africa Cup of Nations (CAN) Round of 16 foot-
ball match between Algeria and Guinea on July 7, 2019. —AFP

Dos Santos 
powers Mexico to
eighth Gold Cup title
CHICAGO: Mexico’s Jonathan dos Santos scored in the
73rd minute to give his side a 1-0 win over the United
States in the CONCACAF Gold Cup final on Sunday.
The victory over the defending champions at Chicago’s
Soldier Field earned Mexico a record-extending eighth
title at the biennial tournament, which crowns the conti-
nental champions of North America, Central America
and the Caribbean. 

“This was what we came here for” said Mexico’s
Andres Guardado. “We did it and in an unforgettable
setting. We’re very happy. The whole team was spec-
tacular.” Mexico took control midway through the sec-
ond half and got their goal when Dos Santos received a
back-heel pass from Raul Jimenez and fired home off
the underside of the bar.

The United States had a series of corners late in the
game and in the 87th minute one delivery caused havoc
in the Mexico box but Hector Moreno made a big block
with his face to preserve their lead. The hosts threw
everyone forward in the two minutes of stoppage time
but Mexico held firm to reclaim the title they last won
in 2015. “I thought we had a good start to the game. If
anything the beginning of the second half wasn’t what it
needed to be,” said American midfielder Michael
Bradley. “They were able to get some momentum and
got their goal. Tough way to lose.”

The game got off to a frenetic start and it was the
United States who had the better chances early on
while Mexico, who entered the tournament as
favourites, looked shaky at the back as they weathered
the early storm. Christian Pulisic nearly opened the
scoring in the fifth minute when he used his speed to

break in alone after a smart through ball from Jozy
Altidore but was denied by a brilliant save from Mexico
goalkeeper Guillermo Ochoa.

Moments later Tim Ream found Altidore with a ball
over the top and the striker, with only Ochoa to beat,
put his left-footed effort wide. Mexico’s best chance of
the half came in the 16th minute when Guardado looked
ready to tap home a cross from the left only for Paul
Arriola to arrive out of nowhere and put him off at the
last second. Tempers flared after the break when
Moreno pushed Altidore over and then dropped onto

his back. American Weston McKennie quickly jumped
in and several players converged but no cards were
issued.

A US corner in the 51st minute saw Jordan Morris
power a header on target but Guardado headed the ball
off the line. McKennie’s follow-up shot was then
blocked by a sea of bodies and while the Americans
claimed handball the referee waved away the appeals.
Mexico suddenly moved up a gear and after creating a
number of chances Dos Santos finally broke the dead-
lock to set his side on their way to victory.—Reuters

CHICAGO: Mexico players and coaches celebrate with the Gold Cup after beating the US during the 2019 Concacaf
Gold Cup final football match on July 7, 2019. —AFP


